Notes Introduction
1. It is important to note, however, that while France's policies are frequently portrayed as idiosyncratic by the U.S. media and U.S. scholars alike, the policies of other non-English-speaking European nations (including other larger nations such as Spain, Italy, and Germany) are generally much closer to those of France than to those of the United States or Britain (McPhail, 2010) .
2. The historical and institutional origins of the East/West dynamic are numerous and complex, but the most obvious ones include: (1) the disciplinary division into area studies that scholars must "fit into" if they are to receive funding and the complex identity politics arising from this division; (2) the historical influence of postcolonial theory on studies of globalization (Kraidy, 2005) ; and (3) the influence of the 1970s debates regarding the New World Information and Communication Order, which led to an additional focus on North/South dynamics (Mowlana, 1986 (Mowlana, /1997 . Today, these two dividing lines are often used interchangeably. For instance, in Grassroots Globalization and the Research Imagination, Appadurai speaks in the same paragraph of the "cultural wars of the Western academic world" and the "theory mill of the North" (2001, p. 5) .
3. Shome also frequently uses the terms "North Atlantic," "America," "U.S.," "Anglo," "West," and "Western" interchangeably in her work (see, for example, 2006c, p. 8; 2009, p. 700) . While she carefully acknowledges that when she uses such terms as "Western students," "students in the West," or the "western academy," she is "thinking of the U.S. or U. K. primarily" (2009, p. 696) one wonders why these more general terms have to be used at all.
4. I am not mentioning these slippages here to dismiss these influential scholars' otherwise enlightening work (the extent to which they are cited throughout this book demonstrates the significance of their contribution), but to point to the persisting nature of these biases in English-language work coming out of a U.S. academic context. To use Shome's own words, "Recognizing such issues is less to point fingers and more to understand the (geo)politics informing the travel and recognition of politically committed interdisciplinary scholarship" (2006c, p. 7).
5. Condry emphasizes the performative aspects of the genba in his work and would, consequently, probably not apply the term to some of the texts examined here. I contend, however, that the concept of genba as sites offering a contextualized space through which to examine the simultaneous negotiation of global, national, and local identity under specific circumstances can be extended to other aspects of cultural production. After all, even "big media," while financed by large corporations often portrayed as faceless monolithic entities by globalization scholars, are produced and con-sumed by individuals who, at least to some extent, express and negotiate their identity in the process.
Chapter 1
1. TF1 was the first French channel to be privatized by then prime minister Jacques Chirac in 1987. Today, the French television system consists of six analog channels (known as the "chaînes Hertziennes"), including two free private channels (TF1 and M6), one pay private channel (Canal +), and three free public channels (France 2, formerly Antenne 2; France 3, formerly France Régions; and France 5/Arte, which share a channel with France 5 broadcasting during the day and the Franco-German Arte in prime time). Since 2005, 18 free additional channels and 10 pay digital channels known as the TNT system (télévision numérique terrestre/digital terrestrial television), also available with a decoder, and several Internet providers also offer additional digital channels for free with an Internet subscription.
2. A product of the European Broadcasting Union, which also produces the Eurovision Contest, Jeux sans Frontières owes its original concept to former French president Charles de Gaulle who wanted to provide a forum through which German and French youth could meet in order to heal the wounds of World War II. Eurovision television, the programming branch of the European Broadcasting Union, proposed to resurrect the show in 2007, but ultimately cancelled production due to financial difficulties (European Broadcasting Union, n.d.).
3. The celebration of holidays and customs of religious (typically Catholic) origin on the part of non-practicing Christians (and, often, non-Christians) is not uncommon in France where the Catholic religion is generally perceived as one element of the country's cultural and historical fabric rather than as a personal lifestyle choice. Thus, viewers would be more likely to interpret Star Academy's nod to Candlemas as pointing to a cultural tradition rather than to a religious practice. The different approach to religion in the United States and France is further illustrated, for instance, by the fact that individuals of all faiths (or no faith at all) send their children to Catholic schools, including a large section of France's Muslim population attracted by these private schools' greater tolerance for the display of religious symbols-including the veilprohibited in public schools. (Lyall, October 9, 2008) .
11. The shows may actually be recorded but are shown as if they happened in real time.
Chapter 2 1. Speaking of a "transatlantic short circuit" in the ways French and U.S. intellectuals approach race relations and multiculturalism, Stam and Shohat highlight the historical significance of race relations in the competitive relationship between France and the United States. They argue, for instance, that France's postwar embrace of African American artists and intellectuals (fueled in part by the influx of African American soldiers on French soil) "while undoubtedly sincere . . . also afforded a narcissistic payoff for French whites, who could simultaneously demonstrate their relative lack of racism while also using blacks as a vehicle for expressing resentment against U.S. power in Europe" (2012, p. 47).
2. One editorial was titled "Nation Must Pool Wisdom to Prepare for Unforeseeable," but actually consisted of a call for local governments to pool their resources together and for stronger safety checks on nuclear reactors (April 10, 2011). Another warned in its headline that "Excessive Self-Restraint May Hinder Recovery" (April 8, 2011), but focused on the possible economic consequences of failing to return to normal levels of consumption.
Chapter 3
1. Pseudonyms are used throughout the book to identify all informants. In the case of Japanese informants, the use of first name ("Takako") or last name followed by the title "san" ("Horie-san") is employed to indicate the nature of my relationship with different informants-first name only for those informants with whom I conducted extensive participant observation and with whom I have a relatively close relationship, and the more commonly used last name followed by "san" for those informants with whom my relationship was more formal.
2. The East/West division is alive and well in Japanese popular discourse. The term "Western" is generally used in Japan to refer to a hybrid mix of Euro-American cultural influences.
3. Many Caucasian models in Japanese magazines are actually from Eastern Europe.
4. Of course, my informants' professed admiration for Caucasian features may have had something to do with my presence in the interviews. Because of our close relationship, the women I interviewed were probably careful not to hurt my feelings by criticizing the physical appearance of members of my race. While this may have been at least partially the case, a number of factors suggest that this was not the only possible explanation. For one thing, my informants typically did not hesitate to criticize Western women on numerous other levels-deeming them, among other things, selfish, lazy, and sexually promiscuous. Furthermore, strangers stopped me in the streets of the village to comment on how white, beautiful, and tall I was. A woman once com-mented to me at the public bath that "all gaijin have such good bodies"-a statement clearly not empirically supported by the presence of my then pregnant, and starting to show, naked body.
5. Note the association of "America" with "whiteness." 6. It should also be noted that hip-hop has not reached the kind of popularity in the Japanese countryside that it enjoys in Tokyo where, as will be discussed in chapter 4, hip-hop clubs allow fans to directly engage with DJs and the broader hip-hop culture.
7. A highly popular pop artist in the late 1990s, Namie has since successfully redefined herself as an R&B star. She is partly responsible for making identification with African American styles more appealing to young women in Japan.
8. I am aware that other identity factors-such as sexual orientation and abilityalso enter into the equation here. These factors, however, were not ones I had enough of a chance to explore with my informants to knowledgeably discuss in this chapter.
Chapter 4
1. Scholars have noted that it is through rapping that hip-hop most powerfully inscribes itself in different socio-cultural and linguistic contexts (Pecqueux, 2007) . Consequently, while the terms "hip-hop" and "rap" will both be used in this chapter, greater focus will be placed on rapping than on other constitutive elements of hip-hop such as dance or graffiti. Furthermore, the globally distributed cultural production of French artists in the hip-hop genre is generally known as "French rap. 3. While the roots of hip-hop are complex and debated, scholars generally agree to pinpoint the origins of the global phenomenon that we know today as hip-hop to the East Coast of the United States in the 1970s (Dyson, 2007; Mitchell, 2001; Rose, 2008) .
4. All artists in the tradition of socially engaged singer-songwriters. 5. Metropolitan France is often referred to as "the hexagon" because of its somewhat hexagonal shape.
6. One of the world's best-known francophone singers, Renaud (his full name is Renaud Séchan) is a politically engaged singer-songwriter with leftist, environmentalist, and, at times, anarchist leanings whose songs are often highly critical of French culture and politics.
7. A former member of the group NTM-which, as discussed, can either stand for "le Nord Transmet le Message" or "Nique Ta Mère" (fuck your mother)-along with Kool Shen. Formed in 1989, NTM was a highly influential force in the development of French rap, particularly in its more openly violent form.
8. French rappers also frequently engage in the long tradition of "letters to the President"-songs written as open letters to France's leader-that Pecqueux (2007) identifies as a significant element of France's cultural heritage. Written and first interpreted by Boris Vian in 1954 (who was himself inspired by a longer 19th-century tradition of calling draftees to desert in songs), the "original" letter titled "Le Deserteur"-in which Vian declared his refusal to fight in the Algerian warwas later interpreted by, among others, Marcel Mouloudji, Maxime Le Forestier, and Johnny Hallyday, before Michel Sardou offered his own version in 1979 ("Monsieur le Président de France") followed by Renaud in 1983 ("Déserteur"). The tradition was then taken up by rappers such as Lionel D. in 1990 ("Monsieur le Président") and Fabe in 1997 ("Lettre au Président"). Salif 's 2001 song "Notre Vie S'Résume en une Seule Phrase" also refers to the practice, even though he refuses to engage in it: "Pour parler au président pas b'soin de faire de letters / Si j'puis me permettre qu'il aille se faire mettre" [To talk to the president no need to write a letter / If I may say so, he can go do himself ].
9. French schools have historically been closed on Wednesdays. 10. In one of the most famous songs of the French version of the musical, the character of Gavroche sings "Je suis tombé par terre / c'est la faute à Voltaire" [I fell on the ground / it's Voltaire's fault].
11. I am consciously choosing to use the term "black" American rather than "African" American because if the term "African American" refers to a racial (black) as well as cultural characteristic in the U.S. context, this is not necessarily the case in other parts of the world. Algerian rappers, for instance, are (North) African but (typically) not racially black, and the politics of race they discuss significantly differ from those faced by American rappers.
12. A variation on the American "N" word sometimes used in the Japanese hip-hop scene.
13. The reasons why I am choosing to define Solaar as a French rapper rather than as Senegalese will, I hope, become obvious later in the chapter.
14. The so-called Carignon Law (named after then minister of communication Alain Carignon) passed in 1994 and modified in 2000 (Conseil Superieur de L'Audiovisuel, n.d.).
15. He has indeed been one of most globally influential French artists since the mid-1990s. In addition to multiple tours throughout Europe, Africa, and the United States, he has appeared in several Bollywood films. One of his songs was used as the soundtrack for the final episode of the U.S. television series Sex and the City.
16. He even was one of the first celebrities to be caricatured as a puppet, along with the likes of Johnny Hallyday, Vanessa Paradis, Josiane Balasko, and Gérard Depardieu (to name a few), in Les Minikeums-a youth program parodying various aspects of French (and global) popular culture in short skits.
17. Second-generation immigrants, generally of Arab descent. 18. Incest, homosexuality, pedophilia, and eroticism were constant themes in his songs and films.
19. The ban is discussed in some of Brassens' letters displayed at the Espace George Brassens in Sete, France.
20. Burakumin are descendents of members of Japanese society historically outcast because of their professional activity-butchers, tanners, executioners, gravediggers. They still face severe discrimination today in employment and marriage. Nikkeijin are second-and third-generation descendents of Japanese emigrants who settled in South America (especially Brazil) starting in the late 19th century. Often of mixed racial heritage, nikkeijin and their spouses are allowed to work as migrant workers in Japan (Roth, 2003; Sellek, 1997) .
21. While, from a Western point of view, Korean and Japanese might appear to share an "Asian" racial identity, Yoshino Kosaku (1997) describes a tendency among Japanese to think of themselves as a distinct racial group (see also Kondo, 1990) .
22. Couscous is a popular dish in France that is generally associated with the cuisine of North African immigrants.
Chapter 5
1. Blyton's books and characters are still highly popular in France today, as her original series such as Noddy (Oui-Oui in French), The Famous Five (Le Club des Cinq), and The Secret Seven (Le Clan des Sept) have been reprinted for a new generation of young readers to enjoy. Noddy was also turned into a television series.
2. Goldorak appeared under the title Grandizer-with an "a" as opposed to Grendizer, the more commonly romanization of the Japanese グランダイザ found in other parts of the world-in Jim Terry's Force Five series produced in response to the popularity of the Shogun Warrior's toys. The series was not shown nationally, however, only briefly appearing in a handful of local markets.
3. One of the first and most globally successful anime series, Candy enjoyed great popularity throughout Europe, Southeast Asia, Africa, and Latin America. In a recent personal email exchange regarding the global influence of Japanese animation, a Mexican journalist had this comment: "Candy Candy and some other Japanese cartoons were part of my childhood too, even nowadays my friends and I talk about them, they became 'a cult' television show . . . they had successful re-runs until a few years ago . . . and they even became one of best seller DVDs in the black market in Mexico! But it's funny to hear how my friends still talk about falling in love the very first time with Anthony or Terry [Candy's two consecutive love interests]. Those stories have created a great impact and identification among people from different countries."
4. In an anecdotal illustration of this process, my younger daughter recently called on her sister to "come watch the Japanese show" when watching Olive et Tom (Captain Tsubasa) on French television. When I asked her how she knew this show featuring a relatively culturally odorless soccer team was Japanese, she answered "the faces."
5. The generation following the "generation Goldorak" is frequently referred to in France as "the Club Dorothée generation." 6. He is referring to the original Dragon Ball Toei Animation series (not the later Dragon Ball Z) broadcast in Japan from 1986 to 1989 and in France starting in 1988.
7. These comments were reminiscent of those of Japanese informants who all remembered growing up with manga. They contrasted, however, with those of U.S. consumers who often noted that comics were not really something they engaged with while growing up: "Comic books did not grab me, they were not around. Nobody that I knew was reading comic books," (35-year-old female); "I didn't have any friends that did the comic book thing" (32-year-old female); "Comic books was like . . . I don't know, the direction of the books confuses us. Like I don't know where to read what, do you know what I mean?" (28-year-old female); "I just never read comic books. I just was never interested in them" (33-year-old male); "My parents wouldn't allow [comic books] in the house" (55-year-old female). While some (mostly male) U.S. media consumers did remember enjoying comic books, the level of penetration of the genre in the United States does not match that found in France or Japan. Comic book charac-ters, however, such as Spiderman, Batman, and Flash Gordon were certainly familiar to U.S. (and, incidentally, global) 9. I am aware that, considering the wide diversity of the U.S. population, the suggestion that there is such a thing as "the U.S. audience" is essentializing. I hope the reader will excuse this temporary oversimplification, as the nature of U.S. consumers' experiences of global culture will be further elaborated in chapter 7. 2. The cowboy hero of the Franco-Belgian bande dessinée of the same name. 3. The fact that she used the term "anime" to refer to the Disney film illustrates how blurry the cultural distinction between different texts can be.
4. The consumption of Disney fare was further complicated for both Japanese and French informants (particularly relatively younger ones) by the fact that Disney has been physically reterritorialized into their own national geographies in the form of theme parks in their respective capitals (Tokyo Disneyland and Disney Paris): as a 15-year-old French woman exclaimed, "Disney, it's in Paris!" For rural informants living hundreds of miles away from these parks-most frequently visited within the context of a (school) trip to the capital-Disney symbolized the urban/national as well as the global.
5. The series takes place in Finland under Russian occupation and relates the adventures of a young girl forced to work on a farm after her mother's departure for Germany.
6. Note here that while she may not have read it, she is familiar with the novel and can identify its author.
7. When I first moved to Japan in the mid-1990s, I was happy to find out that French films and even television series were much more widely and rapidly available there than in the United States. I was able to catch up on much French popular culture I had missed while living in the United States.
8. The Smurfs animated series was indeed frequently mentioned in interviews, possibly due to the fact that interviews with U.S. informants took place relatively shortly after the release of the Hollywood movie of the same name. While the animated television series was produced in the United States, the fact that the characters themselves are classic Franco-Belgian bandes dessinées characters complicates their identity.
9. The U.S. media consumers I interviewed frequently linked their overall media consumption to their racial or ethnic identity: "the Cosby Show was huge thing for me as a teenager, because I lived in a black family with two professional parents, and I felt like, hey it is us, we exist on TV. I felt that was a positive representation of black people that was closer to my reality" (35-year-old African American woman); "We saw Kung Fu Theater a lot growing up. Because it was about Asians and we never saw Asians on TV" (38-year-old Asian American woman). A 31-year-old Italian American fondly recalled, "the Golden Girls, it is like a huge part of my relationship with my grandma . . . she loved them, and my family is very identifiable Italian Americans. The grandma Sophia Petrolo was Sicilian, although to my grandma she does not make that distinction, so that was a huge shared experience." 10. Of course, like their French or Japanese counterparts U.S. informants may have consumed non-U.S. fare (in particular British texts) without being aware of their cultural origin while growing up. The fact that, as adults, they could not recall engaging with global culture at the time significantly differs, however, from the experiences described by French and Japanese media consumers.
11. As noted in the introduction, the media consumers I interviewed in the United States were relatively more urban and more highly educated than my informants in France and Japan. Thus, their tendency to actively engage with foreign texts as an intellectualized activity might in part stem from this different status.
Chapter 7
1. By "French theorists" I mean intellectuals operating within the French cultural environment and academic system. Thus, Mattelart, while born in Belgium, would fit this category as a professor at Paris VIII and researcher at MSH-Paris-Nord. It should be noted, however, that theorists outside the French environment, while facing different global circumstances, might share some of the elements of these individuals' approach to globalization. Canada's situation vis-à-vis the United States, or Quebec's complex relationship to both the United States and France, for instance, cannot be adequately understood in conceptualizations of globalization focusing solely on East/ West or North/South power dynamics.
2. The term "alter-mondialisme," used to refer in French to what in English is generally characterized as "anti-globalization," further illustrates the key philosophical differences between globalization and mondialisation. Rather than negatively defining the movement as an oppositional position, it (literally) recognizes it as a valid alternative.
